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1. Definition of a Trading System

2. Components of a System

3. Example of a Trading System

4. Fine Tuning a Trading System

Topics covered in this chapter:

•  Why and when you need a mechanical trading approach.
•  Advantages and disadvantages of some of the most common types 
of signals generated by technical indicators.
• From the hypothesis to the verification: the complete process of 
building a trading system.
•  Why articulating a trading strategy can be both challenging and 
enlightening.
•  Ideas and key factors to choose the variables that define your edge.
• Fine-tuning a system with back- and forward-testing.
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Having studied Units A and B you should be familiarized with the Forex market to the 
extend that you know who participate in it, the reasons why participants chose this market 
and how you can emulate them. Moreover, you should also be able to pick the best set-
ups, the optimal time to trade those set-ups, and know a lot of guidelines about how to 
trade them.

However, and because there are exceptions to analytical guidelines without which market 
analysis would be a science of exactitude - not one of probability-, you need a structured 
approach, in other words: a trading system.

But what exactly is a system? The point of this chapter will be to give you that information 
as clearly as possible, and to bring you to the next level in your education showing you 
what this amazing subject has to offer. Be prepared for a challenge: this learning stage is 
different than the analytical approach you learned in Unit B. Besides mastering good 
analytical skills, success in Forex requires a systematic way of making trading 
decisions.

First we will go through several definitions of trading systems. You will learn that a 
system is basically a methodology that you adapt to a certain market characteristic.

The second section will help you understand that a structured trading approach 
is about creating and following rules, with a keen sense of observation and 
discipline. To consistently make money in the Forex market you want to have a 
set of trading rules that guide you through your decision making. This will 
separate you from the market gamblers and give you the structure to become a 
professional trader.

As always, we will make it simple for you by building a trading system from scratch that 
you can use for your first tests. This will be the focus of the third  section.

New traders are regularly fooled by expensive “holy grail” systems and perhaps you're 
looking for it too. You have to be realistic when searching for a useful system and consider 
if you really need to buy one. Some systems are very hard or impossible to understand. 
Only by understanding the methodology of the system, you will be able to 
effectively use it at your advantage. How can you follow something you don't 
understand? In the last section you will learn two methods for evaluating and finetune any 
trading system.
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1. Definition of a Trading System

A trading system is a set of rules that formulate buy and sell signals without any 
ambiguity or any subjective elements. These signals are mostly generated by technical 
indicators or combinations of technical indicators. The primary aim of a trading system is 
to manage risk and to increase profitability in any market environment. Optimal levels of 
risk and reward are accomplished by modifying the different parameters within each rule 
of the system.

A benefit of trading with a system is the removal of emotion from trading: systematical 
trader will, for instance, not place an excessively high risk trade due to frustration from a 
prior losing trade. But there are many other benefits to extract from a methodological 
approach as you will see later.

No system is better than another, but a good system is one that is adapted to your goals, 
your time window, your start capital and also to your personality.

Trading systems can be classified in different types:

Trend Following Systems

As the name suggests, trend following systems aim to enter a trend and profit from a 
continued price movement in the same direction. According to Newtonian physics, an 
object in motion tends to stay in motion - this is also one of the principles of the Dow 
Theory. Therefore, if a certain currency pair has developed a powerful trend, that trend is 
likely to continue until something fundamentally changes.

We have seen in the previous Unit B that determining the trend is an objective process, 
but the decision to enter the market can be discretionary or mechanical. For example, 
some traders can pull up a chart and instantly determine if they want to buy or sell - this 
is a discretionary approach. What we are going to propose you is to use specific 
indications to guide you through that decision.

Perhaps the most famous proponent of trend following systems is the famous 
commodities trader Richard Dennis. Dennis firmly believed that trading 
abilities could be broken down into a quantifiable system of rules that can be 
taught, while his friend and business partner Eckhardt felt the ability was 
something innate. In 1983 Dennis proposed to recruit and train some traders 
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and give them actual accounts to trade in order to see who was right in this 
ongoing debate. Ten inexperienced students were selected, invited in Chicago 
and trained for two weeks. The trading methodology that was taught to them 
was a trend following system and the group was nicknamed “the Turtles”.
Over the next four years the Turtles earned an average annual compound 
rate of return of 80% and Dennis won the bet.
Richard Dennis was featured in the original Market Wizards book by Jack 
Schwager, a classic of trading literature.

Counter-trend or Trend Fading Systems

This type of systems tend to be the riskier ones. They aim to identify reversal points in 
price making use of overbought/oversold conditions signaled by RSI or other oscillators, 
crossovers of the outer Bollinger Bands, regular bullish and bearish divergences using 
MACD, etc.

You need well-defined rules for trend reversals and it certainly requires a certain 
experience and also a great deal of confidence in your approach. How to gain confidence is 
something we will explore along the entire Unit C. 

A counter-trend may also develop into a trend. Following such a system would imply to 
account for many small losses until a runner is hit and you pick a new trend from the 
beginning. That winner usually compensates the many small losses accumulated trying to 
pick reversals.

Another difficulty of counter-trend systems is that the exchange rate may enter in a 
ranging condition before it reverses in the opposite direction. Your understanding of the 
Elliott Wave Principle explained in chapter B04 and PrB will give you a huge insight into 
that market characteristic.

What Is Fading? 

Simply put, fading means to buy bottoms and sell tops in price. Many aspiring 
traders dream of successfully picking swing lows or swing highs and watching 
the trades taking off in their favor for a sizable gain. This can seem easy 
when looking at past price action. However, when trading in real time, the 
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peaks and bottoms become less apparent, and can lead you to believe that 
price will reverse, but in reality you the trend is resuming and stoping you 
out. 

Range systems

Statistics show that most markets are range bound about 70-80% of the time, that is, 
they only trend around 20-30% of the time. This happens because of the reversals and 
corrective moves. 

In a 24-hour market as the spot Forex, there is plenty of “choppy” price actions, that is, 
when the market has no clear direction. In fact, if you look at almost any long-term chart 
of almost any market you can clearly see this phenomenon, even without any statistics. In 
fact, ranges can be found in all time frames due to the fractal nature of the markets.

Derek Frey's ITC 2008 presentation about “Trading Ranges” helps us understand ranges:

“What is a range?

●  A definable region within a market that can be traded with a slightly 
greater degree of reliability than not.
●  Ranges can be found in almost any market condition in any time frame.
●  These can be horizontal, ascending, or descending.
●  Range lines do NOT need to be parallel.

Why do ranges develop?

● Markets are fractal in their structure and therefore they are basically a 
series of ranges that scale over time.
●  The word fractal was coined by the brilliant mathematician Benoit 
Mandelbrot.
●  Most of the “tools” traders use today we built with the false assumption 
that markets are linear and distributed “normally” via the Gaussian or 
standard bell curve.
●  These ideas have been proven false but for some reason most traders 
still cling to them.”

Continue reading...
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Here's a secret that the media don't want you to know because they wouldn't 
be in business if everyone believed this: prices don't trend because of news. 
Economic data frequently impact on the market but if you look closely, it only 
makes price action noisy. 
For example, in 2008 the GBP/USD moved almost 60,000 pips up and down if 
we track the daily ranges for the entire year, while it dropped from the 
beginning to the end of the year by only 6,000 pips.
That means that on average, the total year's movement from the highest to 
the lowest level was only one tenth of all price ranging movement.
Only a handful of big moves contributed to the overall trend - the rest was 
the market engaging in a ranging behavior as it reacted to daily noise.

Breakout Systems

Breakout systems are based on the idea that if the exchange rate has been contained 
within a price range, sooner or later it will break out of it. The system will then search for 
scenarios of increased volatility expecting to capture a continuation of the breakout move 
based on momentum. This can be for example breakouts of support and resistance levels 
(horizontal levels, channels, trendlines), chart figures (triangles, flags, etc), volatility 
breakouts, breakouts of daily high and low prices, etc.

Here you have a collection of live sessions transcripts about the subject of 
breakouts - lots of ideas to use!

Reverse Breakout Systems

A reverse breakout system is designed to fade the moves described above. Concepts like 
“throw-over” from the Elliott Wave Principle, or false breakouts on chart figures, would be 
starting points for this methodology. It's based on the idea that a broken support 
sometimes fails to become a resistance and vice versa. Besides Elliot waves, tools used to 
spot reverse breakouts can be for instance Bollinger Bands, Parabolic SAR, or Envelopes.
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Trade those patterns that are the most natural for you. Some people are very 
good detecting divergences, others are more focused on pullbacks, while 
others may use triangles as their favorite pattern. It takes a while to develop 
such a skill but it is something that happens naturally if you spend enough 
time looking at charts. A favorite pattern is something that you detect over 
and over again, and then you start to develop strategies to profit from that 
recurring event you’ve observed.

Derek Frey, in the above quoted presentation, goes on by saying:

“I have seen swing traders base trades on Lunar cycles, support resistance, 
pivot points, sun spots, regression lines, indicators, etc., etc. ad infinitum. I 
cannot tell you what will work for you but I can tell you that the key is 
comfort. This too may sound simple but it is very important. You must be 
comfortable with whatever system or set ups that lead you to trade in the 
first place. Trading a method that does not fit your personality or style is one 
of the biggest reason traders “override” the system and that is almost always 
a great way to lose.”

Continue reading...
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2. Components of a System

Market Observation and Hypothesis

If you intend to capitalize on the market behavior, first of all you need a belief system on 
how the markets operate. A belief system is a series of ideas you have gathered after 
observing the market for a while.
Once you are able to explain how the market works from a personal perspective, then you 
can elaborate hypothesis to capitalize on those ideas. Market observations are thus the 
building blocks of every system and trading method. This is an extremely important 
aspect most novice traders neglect: you can't just copy a trading system or method - if it 
doesn't emerge out of your belief system or if it doesn't fit into it, it will be very difficult to 
follow it in tough market conditions.

To start with, look at different currency pairs and charts and see what ideas pop up to our 
mind. You might look at those big trends and feel like following them is the way to go, or 
you might look at a specific price action like a reversal or a pullback and want to capitalize 
on them.
It sounds like you have to be truly unique and original from the beginning, but in reality 
you don't have to: there are many ideas and common approaches you can take from 
others. You just have to be convinced that the market operates that way because this is 
what you see.

Preparing the hypothesis requires you to actually see on the charts if there is enough 
evidence that a specific action-reaction pattern regularly happens. For example: you may 
observe that during a trend, pullbacks frequently happen on the 62 period Exponential 
Moving Average. In this case the action is the pullback and the reaction is the resurgence 
of the trend.
Another observation would be, for instance, that exchange rates break the previous day 
high or low price most of the time in most currency pairs.

Once you have enough evidence that the recurring action-reaction event takes place on a 
regular basis, then you can formulate the hypothesis. For example: “I want to prove that 
during a trend, the 62 EMA acts as a pullback level and price moves at least 30 pips on 
the 1Hr chart at least 60% of the time.”
Or, taking the second idea: “I want to prove that prices break out of the previous daily 
range to a substantial amount of pips at least 70% of the days.”

Other ideas you can use to formulate a hypothesis are:

  The exchange rate stays away from a moving average for a certain maximum time 
period, then it always returns to it.

  The MCAD, as an open indicator, registers high and low values and price tends to 
react to these levels by reversing its course.
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  When price breaks out of chart formations, such as triangles, pennants, or wedges, 
it tends to pullback to the broken level before resuming the trend.

  Divergences trigger on the GBPUSD 1H chart on Fridays with increased frequency 
when London institutional traders liquidate their positions.

  The confluence of a Pivot Point R or S level with a Fibonacci extension level acts as 
a magnet attracting price.

  When a currency pair is in a strong trend and steps out of the Bollinger Bands 
while there is no major lever to make it reverse, then it will wait till the bands are 
more distanced to resume the trend.

There are hundreds observations like those that you can collect from our experts at 
FXstreet.com. The most important is that the idea you work upon is specific and also 
measurable. This takes us to the second step.

Measuring the Hypothesis

Now you need to take a sample of past price data and take some rough measures 
accordingly to one of the above hypothesis. Let's take the one based on the breakout of 
the previous day high and low.
The results could look like this: for the last 100 days on the GBP/USD, price broke out of 
the previous daily range 95% of the time. From all breakouts, it moved at least 20 pips 
75% of the time, it moved at least 40 pips 45% of the time and it moved more than 40 
pips 25% of the time.

The amount of data is relative to the time frame you are using. In any case, you want to 
collect enough data to sustain your initial hypothesis. A number of 100 occurrences of the 
event under observation will provide a good statistical foundation. This means that you 
want to measure 100 breakouts of the previous daily range on the GBP/USD in order to 
get evaluate better the feasibility of your hypothesis.

Selecting a Time Frame

When developing a trading system, it’s advisable to experiment it with different time 
intervals because an hypothesis may work better on a small time frame than in a longer 
one or vice versa. Since you may want to experiment the price and indicators over 
different lengths of time, you will be able to do it from one minute charts up to monthly 
charts. Take the above idea of the previous day high and low breakout… and let’s imagine 
that after experimenting a bit you will notice that indicators displayed in 15M to 1H charts 
are more sensitive to price action than on a 4H or a 1D chart.
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Notice also that using different intervals dramatically changes the view of the data you are 
looking at. A 5M chart will show up and down movements in price and indicators, while a 
4H chart will smooth the picture. 
Don't assume that the smoother view detected in a longer interval chart is the true view: 
remember that the market is fractal in its nature and all time frames print more or less 
the same patterns. The main difference between different time scales is one of frequency: 
smaller time frames will produce more trading signals when analyzed with technical 
indicators than larger time frames. 

The most notable difference between a small time frame and a larger one is perhaps the 
length of the moves: the smaller the time frame is, the smaller the amount of potential 
pips to be made per trade will be, and the smaller the number of risked pips are. 
Conversely, the larger the time frame is, the larger the stop loss and the larger the risked 
amount of pips will be. For this reason, profit taking and stop exists will be conditioned by 
the time frame.

The duration of the trades may also be conditioned by the time interval: when charting at 
1H don't pretend to stay in the market for 2 weeks, as you will mostly experience 
reversals and whipsaws. A signal on 1H time frame should lead to a movement for the 
next few hours and will usually close, if not the same day, during the next days.

If you are using several time frames in your analysis and trading, always 
choose time frames with an interval of four to six times between them. For 
example, if you identify a trade set-up on the 30M chart, it may be difficult to 
find the right entry point on the 15M as indicators will provide conflicting 
signals. In order to align indicators across several time frames, allow a bigger 
time interval between them: in this case it's advisable to search for an entry 
signal on the 5M chart.

Don't confuse time frames. Stay in the time frame that you think is necessary 
to see a trade materialize. People often cut trades short or hold losing 
positions too long because they get caught up in the noise of a shorter time 
frame, or don't realize when conditions have changed in their time frame.
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Once you have an understanding of time intervals and their effect on technical indicators, 
you can start building a strategy. Usually that means to experiment your hypothesis in 
different time intervals and also to find which hours of the day, trading session or day of 
the week will produce the best signals to enter and exit the market.

Developing the Strategy

The fourth step in developing a trading system is to describe it. The trader is forced to 
fully articulate the initial idea and the strategy to capitalize on it. This includes an 
explanation about the tools to be used and what events provide the conditions to get into 
and out of positions.

Any trading strategy should thus clearly determine entry and exit conditions and define 
the rules and signals which should prompt the immediate execution of a trade. 

This is not a test of your analytical abilities, so please don't be too picky 
trying to find or develop the best system. The most important is that you 
consider it an educational exercise and follow all the steps outlined here. You 
are about to realize that consistency can be achieved and profits accumulated 
even with the most simple tools and variables.

Any objective trading method should encompass several functions in order to capitalize on 
a hypothesis. Its basic set-up should provide specific rules for determining:

  Developing trends or reversals (short, intermediate, long);

  The direction of the trend or movement (upwards, downwards, sideways);
  Optimal time to be in the market;

  Exit levels to avoid large losses;
  Exit levels to take profits on favorable positions;
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Why do we need trading rules? 

The answer is that neither technical nor fundamental analyses are exact 
sciences, and the interpretation of indicators and price patterns can vary from 
trader to trader, especially when emotions can distort perception.
A set of trading rules allows the trader to repeat successful trades on a 
consistent basis. Please don't see a trading system as something that you will 
follow blindly – that would not be disciplined nor smart! A trading system 
should be considered more like a guide for the trader to capitalize repeatedly 
on a specific market event. If you can identify and quantify market conditions 
associated to a specific event, then you will have the opportunity to formulate 
an hypothesis and start developing a strategy to capture certain market 
movements.
In short: you don't need trading rules to dictate your decisions, but rather to 
guide you through the decision making process.

Most successful Forex traders use a handful of diverse trading strategies built into their 
systems. Which strategies to use may depend on the particular currency pair, recent price 
action or patterns, market volatility and/or a myriad of other aspects the trader has 
observed and measured. The strategies should thus be understood as the building blocks 
of a trading system or model. 

Generating the Signals

Signals are events that trigger market entries, market exits, or some forms of 
adjustments during the life of the trade. They are usually based on technical indicators, 
and provide traders with a precise, explicit script for their trading. 
What indicators you should use, that’s a choice each trader must make. The goal is to 
make informed choices and stick to them.

The first thing to have in mind when choosing an indicator is to remember that they all 
have a foundation in price. The second thing to have in mind is that a technical indicator 
will capture only an aspect of price action and omit the rest of the information contained in 
price.
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At this stage you may need to recall some aspects about technical indicators 
explained in chapter B01. Be sure to review the related material, references 
and links if you don't find the indicator you are looking for in the main text of 
that chapter.

Unfortunately, there is no indicator that suits all market conditions. For this reason it's 
important to search for an indicator that is able to measure the specific price action 
contained in the hypothesis. Many people start the other way round: experimenting 
indicators with no idea about what price pattern or action to capture. This inevitably leads 
to a lot of inconsistent results and frustration. This is not to say you should not 
experiment... on the contrary! Learn as much as you can about technical indicators and 
don’t be afraid to try the unconventional tools. But when it comes to build a strategy, start 
always with an idea - an hypothesis- and then, grab the necessary tools.

If each signal of your strategy represents your particular nuanced view of the 
market, based on your ideas, then your selection of indicators will be based on 
the comfort and belief in the signal's ability to guide you through trading 
decisions. Otherwise you will be mechanically following text book signals, 
ignoring why you take positions based on those signals.

Popular Types of Signals

Here are the advantages and disadvantages of some of the most common types of signals 
generated by technical indicators:

•  Crossing signals can be generated using MACD, MA’s, DMS and Stochastics. They are 
formed when two indicators cross each other or when one indicator crosses price. They 
are explicit and easy to see on charts but, at the same time, they tend to be false signals 
when the market doesn't move.

•  Oscillators like Stochastics, RSI, and DMS generate signals by moving between two 
fixed values or from positive to negative. They can accurately show reversals, but on the 
flip side, they tend to get trapped in overbought/oversold conditions for large periods of 
time.

•  Thresholds signals can be generated when price reaches a certain level or a technical 
indicator reaches a certain value. Examples of thresholds may include Pivot Points, 
Stochastics, RSI, DMS, CCI and breakouts of chart formations.
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These are usually explicit entry/exit targets but can sometimes be meaningless if they 
don't take into account what the market is doing.

•  Conditions can also be used as signals when two indicators form a relationship. For 
example, when price is greater than a moving average, it might signal a long trend. 
Combining signals or using conditions with signals helps to improve their performance 
and reduce the chances of false moves.
Although most of the systems use combinations to create conditions and generate signals, 
its disadvantage relies on the fact that the more complex conditions are used, the less 
signals they will generate. 
In any case, combining different signals together works like a checking list and helps to 
make sure the market is doing what you expect it to do before making a trading decision.

Entry Rules

The parameters to enter positions will be related to the type of system, whether it is a 
trend following system, a breakout system, etc. The trade entry must be described in 
detail, including concrete definitions of:

●  The proper market conditions for entry;
●  The optimal trade set-up;
●  The final confirmation signal, also known as the “trigger”.

The generated conditions and its signals can be based on various technical indicators, 
price levels, combinations, time of the day, etc. In general, the best trading strategies 
have entry rules that you can specify in only two lines. The strategy has to be designed in 
a way that does not require you to make any subjective decisions whether the signal is 
valid or not. 
Don't worry about exit points at this stage - just mark the entry points on your chart and 
measure their frequency and how much the market moves after the signal.

Consider splitting your entire position and enter the market at different levels. Many 
professional traders focus on perfecting their systems by doing so. You may consider a 
system where several conditions have to be aligned in order to enter the full position - 
with the possibility to enter a portion of it if only 70% of the conditions are met, for 
example. Another tactic to enter in several stages is  to place an entry every time the 
market moves in your favor.

Some systems also consider re-entry conditions: when the first attempt to enter the 
market fails, you get stopped out of the position, and then the market turns around in the 
direction that favors your old position. Considering if it is appropriate to have a second 
chance entry in a system will depend on the type of price action that is being captured. A 
trend following system may be harder to give a second entry chance, specially if the 
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market moves very fast, but a breakout system may offer a second chance with pullbacks 
to the entry point. Under what conditions would this be feasible and what criteria would 
trigger your re-entry? These are the questions you need to address when considering re-
entries.

Most trading methods and indicators require a decision at the end of the bar 
or candle. This is the way professional and institutional traders work, despite 
the time frame: they always wait for the current bar to close and the next bar 
to open before entering the market. If you are trading on the 1H chart, don't 
spend the sixty minutes over-analysing the market: shut your charting 
platform down if needed and come back to it one hour later.

Practice your entry rules by measuring the price moves after the signals across several 
time frames and considering if multiple entries or re-entries would enhance your edge. 
Once you are able to spot your exact entry points, then you have to use to the exit plan. 

Exit Rules

Exits rules are part of the decision to take a position. If the conditions for exiting positions 
are not fully defined when entering the trade, the trader may hold a losing position for too 
long in the hope of seeing the market returning. Inversely, the trader may not close a 
winning position at a high probability target, risking the trade to turn into a loss.

There are two types of exits: 

  A stop loss to get out of a bad trade.
  A profit target to realize profits when the market moves in your favor.

Exit rules can take the form of fixed stops or limits, trailing stops, stop and reverse, or 
signals from technical indicators. If you are short of ideas and need some exit rules, just 
go to our forum and ask FXWizard. Here is one of the dozens of suggestions he made to a 
forum member:
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Any ideas on an exit strategy for me? I trade using 1H and 30M 
charts, ADX as my entry, no problems at all with getting into a trade. 
But sometimes I exit to soon and lose out on some pips and 
sometimes watch it reverse down to my entry point.

The best you can do is to trade using trailing stops, that is, a moving stop 
order which follows the price until it is touched locking profits. Even using a 
Parabolic SAR could be a good idea, it works very well in conjunction with 
ADX.
This way you will be letting the profits run and cutting losses or quick 
reverses soon. Of course you will have to let the market breath and don't 
close any trade before the trailing stop is touched.
Another option could be to place the trailing stop or SAR in lower time frames 
(such as 5 min), so you can get an idea of how the market is moving inside 
the 30 min / 1 hour candle. Of course if you choose to check the market in 
that time frame, your trailing stop / SAR should be far enough from the price 
to avoid whipsaws.

Source: Ask FXWizard section at the FXstreet.com Forum

It's advisable to manage the loss side of trades faster than the profit side. By 
doing so, you'll increase profits more quickly than chasing gains. How can this 
be done? 
Here is the first edge: in preparing your exit. Recall a valuable rule for 
optimal technical analysis entry from Chapter B03: execute your trade at a 
level where price has to move only a short distance to prove that the position 
is no longer valid. This frequently defines a strategy where you enter a 
position right after a pullback at a support/resistance barrier. If price goes 
through that barrier, exit immediately with a small loss and get on to the next 
trade. 
And here is the second edge: use more than one rule to enter the trade but 
only one signal to exit it. Avoid to have several indicators pointing out that 
the position is wrong by adding rules and filters: choose just one rule.
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Shall I turnaround a position at the stop loss?

There is a premise in technical analysis that says that each trade set-up, long 
or short, needs to stand on its own merits. Hitting a stop loss doesn't 
automatically make it a good trade in the opposite direction. In fact, getting 
the direction right is the easy part. The hard part is finding a new target and 
therefore the reward to risk that's favorable for the new set-up.

Stop Losses

Every strategy has some kind of protective stop loss rules. As a currency trader you have 
two assets upon which to build your business: one is the knowledge and the other is the 
money. One of the priorities of a trader is thus to protect the money at all costs.

Stop loss rules can be expressed in a variety of ways, such as:

 A fixed dollar or pip amount. For example, to risk 100 US Dollars or 100 pips 
for every trade. Usually it's better to let the market structure determine where is 
the optimum point to leave a position than to use an arbitrary Dollar amount.

 A trailing stop. The same applies here: trailing stops are usually not taking 
into account what the market is doing.

 A stop adjusted to volatility. This means wider stops with higher volatility 
and tighter ones in quite markets.

 A time stop to get out of a trade and free your capital if the market is choppy.
 A technical level dictated by an indicator, a combination of indicators or a 
price level identified on a chart. Although this is the most difficult way to place 
stops, it's also the smartest.
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Are stops guaranteed during highly volatile market conditions?

It will depend on your broker-dealer. The best you can do is to phone your 
broker and ask the question, because many companies do not offer this 
feature. These orders are referred to as GSLO's (Guaranteed Stop Loss 
Orders) and might guarantee your protective stop up to a certain size of 
trade. 
These orders provide an extra layer of security in case gaps occur, specially 
during the weekend. It may happen that the market opens at a level below 
your stop loss, in which occasion a GLSO would execute your stop at the level 
you had it placed.

Take Profits

If stop losses serve to preserve your trading capital, take profits serve to acquire and 
appreciate it. This is probably the most difficult part to master.

From a technical point of view, the most important advice you can get about exits is 
probably to avoid using the same rules to exit than to enter the market. As explained 
before, if you use a specific signal to enter a trade, you are probably trying to capture a 
specific market event with the most appropriate tool accordingly to the nature of the 
event.

For example, if a currency pair has entered an overbought condition signaled by the 
Stochastic and this happens in the context of a downtrend, you want to capture the move 
as early as possible when it turns down and out of the overbought condition. Entering 
short after a brief upward correction has a higher chance of accumulating more profit. 
While this turning point is an excellent signal for a short entry, would it be advisable to 
wait for the stochastic to come out of oversold to exit the trade? Probably not, because 
the pair may hit a major target and reverse back up before the Stochastic enters and exits 
the oversold area.
 
Take profit rules can also be expressed in a variety of ways relying on:

 Numeric values to determine the exit point;

 A percentage of the current price;
 A percent of volatility (for example, 50% of the daily Average True Range);

 Trailing stops lo lock in profits.;
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 Signals from indicators, like a MACD crossover in the opposite direction of the 
trade, or a trendline break in the RSI;

 Support and resistance levels;
 Win/loss ratios.

The main challenge with profit taking is to know when to exit the trade. Many 
traders are way to greedy and want to make lots of money in one single 
trade. But the true key in successful trading is to compound small profits, 
consistently. If profits are consistent and statistically predictable, then you 
can start to make use of leverage to enlarge the trade size. It doesn't matter 
if you can get 10 or 50 pips on a consistent basis, as you can leverage the pip 
amount within the borders of your risk tolerance. This way you can make the 
same amount of money by making 10 or 50 pips, what matters is the 
consistency in capturing a certain price pattern.

Profits can be taken partially using more than one exit level. Let's suppose you 
have a trade following system: as such, you may have many failed attempts to jump on 
the trend and some few times when the market rewards you with a large profit gain. In 
order to enhance your overall performance you may prefer to take small partial profits 
once a trade develops in your favor. This can be done, for instance, using 50% of the daily 
ATR to close one third of the trade, the second third you can close at the 100% of the 
daily ATR, and let the rest of the trade ride the trend until you hit a major support or 
resistance level.
Other combinations of the above outlined exit rules are also possible. As another example, 
you could close the half of the position at a fixed pip amount, and let the second half 
continue to trade without risk: if the stop is triggered, you are still break-even on the 
entire position. The second half of the trade can use a different rule to take profit, for 
instance, a 1:2 risk/reward ratio.
The possibilities to perfecting exit rules are endless and you can get ahead of many 
beginning traders by focusing a little bit more on the exit strategies.
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Markus Heitkoetter's “Day Trading Series”  webinars were recorded. You can 
watch the third chapter of those recordings, called  “Developing a Profitable 
Trading Strategy (Part 1)”. It will help you strengthen your knowledge about 
building systems.  

Money and Risk Management

Other important components of any trading system are money and risk management. 
Money management principles serve to determine your position size, and risk 
management the proportion of your trading account that is risked per trade. 

A good trading strategy with no risk and money management principles in place will not 
produce consistent or lasting returns. This is a key element of every trading model, and 
for this reason we will dedicate an entire chapter to it in this unit (Chapter C03).

In order to help you start with position sizing and controlling risk, you should start 
answering the following questions:

 What is the average pip amount the strategy is able to capture?
 What is the average pip amount loss when the strategy fails to hit the target?

 How often does the strategy reaches take profit targets?
 How often does the strategy reaches the stop loss?

Trader's Profile

Every trader should find a trading method which suits his/her own situation and 
personality. But what does it mean exactly?

On one hand, studying and carefully observing the market will inevitably lead you to 
define your preferences as for the tools to use and the price patterns upon which to 
capitalize. The more hours of observation you carry forward, the clearer your preferences 
will be.

It often happens that the novice trader, in his/her eagerness to learn more and more 
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about the market, manifests special interest in finding the miraculous system, in which 
sophisticated indicators abound. This creates a dependency that will make your journey a 
sort of quest for the Holy Grail.

While it's important to experience many tools to determine which is best suited to your 
style, don't try to learn everything at once. There is a huge variety of indicators, and you 
will probably need only a small fraction of it to build a system.

On the other hand, it's also important that each trader defines what type of trader he/she 
intends to be. The following questions help you assess the issue of who you are and 
what your objectives are: 

 Do I prefer to trade short-term or long-term? 

 Do I have time to look at charts the whole day, or do I have other priorities that 
prevent me from doing it? 

 What is my risk profile, how much am I willing to risk on each transaction? 

 Can I psychologically sustain a system with a very high loss frequency (even if the few 
winners compensate the losses)? 

 Can I go to sleep leaving an open position overnight? 

 Am I better following trends or detecting reversals?

 Do I chase price or do I prefer to wait for price coming to a certain level to enter a 
trade?

The tasks of observation, study and definition of your trading profile are three foundations 
on which you have to build your system and they have to be part of your overall trading 
plan. Because you will never stop to observe, to learn and to refine your trading style, we 
will dedicate an entire chapter (D01) to the trading profile. 
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3. Example of a Trading System

In this section we will follow the steps outlined in the previous section and build a trading 
system from scratch.
The system used in this chapter was selected for educational purposes only and it's just 
one of the myriad of choices available to traders today. Regardless of your skill level, we 
hope this section will provide you with a better understanding of the process of system 
development.

The Observation

The below daily chart shows that most of the daily candles have different lengths in terms 
of pips. We also notice that they break the high or low price from the previous daily candle 
most of the time. 
The magnitude of the breakouts differs from candle to candle, but many times the 
distance the exchange rate shoots off the previous daily extremes is large enough to be 
considered a profit potential.
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The Hypothesis

This strategy aims to capture part of a breakout movement, starting from the high or low 
level of the previous day.

The market conditions that are to be met in order to capture this event are:

 An increased momentum and volatility in the market.
 A major underlying trend in the direction of the breakout.

Measuring the Hypothesis

In order to measure the potential of the breakout, we will take the GBP/USD pair for its 
characteristics as a fast moving currency pair, able to break support and resistance levels 
when it gains in speed and momentum.

Selecting the Time Frame

Although the event of the breakout is visible on the daily charts, we will choose the 1H 
time frame to start evaluating the strategy with the help of technical indicators. 
On one hand, the 4H time interval seems too high to visualize the smaller breakouts, and 
on the other hand any time frame below 1H may generate unnecessary signals. 
The timezone used for testing will be GMT as a standardized timezone for the Forex 
market.

Developing the Strategy

Following tools will be used to create the conditions and rules of the strategy:

 A price box to mark off the high and the low prices of the previous day will be displayed 
on the 1H chart, and each 24 hour period will be marked with a vertical line to distinguish 
the start/end of the day. 

 A combination of two moving averages will help to get the direction of the underlying 
trend. Those will be the 21 and the 89 Simple Moving Averages, two numbers taken from 
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the Fibonacci sequence which are not contiguous (...,8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144,...).

 Bollinger Bands applied to the 21 SMA will be used as an indicator for volatility. 
Bollinger bands contain 95% of the closing prices. The higher the standard deviation used 
in the settings, the more closing prices are contained within the bands. As the breakout 
movement needs to be aligned with the main trend, we need a parameter that gives some 
room for price to develop. Therefore the deviation will be initially set to 3.
This indicator will help us avoid trading breakouts if the previous daily range has been 
very tiny and the market lacks volatility.

Bollinger Bands and RSI is a webinar held by Valeria Bednarik. Here you can 
extract additional ideas on how to use these indicators.
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Entry Rules

In order to start testing the strategy only one trade will be taken per day. Therefore we 
need to establish the conditions as for the direction of the breakout: 

 If the low of any day is lower than the day before, only a break to the downside will be 
taken the day after. The downward direction will remain unchanged until the high of a day 
surpasses the high of the day before - from there on, only trades to the upside will be 
taken. 

 If a certain day doesn't break a previous day price extreme, the direction of the 
breakout remains as it was before.

 If a certain day breaks the previous day high AND low price extremes, the direction of 
the breakout will be determined by the close of the day. For example, if the close of the 
day is lower than the day before, the direction is down, and vice versa.

Long entry conditions are:

 The previous day high was higher than the day before (as explained above).
 The 21 SMA is above 89 SMA.

 The upper Bolliger Band is not contracting to the downside in the last candle before the 
breakout.
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Long entry trigger is:

 The exchange rate breaks above the high of the previous day. Adjust the entry level to 
the previous day high adding one pip and the spread to the upside. For example, if 
yesterday's high was 1.6350 and your spread for the GBP/USD is 3 pip, than the entry 
level is 1.6354.

Short entry conditions are:
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 The previous day low was lower than the day before (as explained above).

 The 21 SMA is under 89 SMA.
 The lower Bolliger Band is not contracting to the upside in the last candle before the 
breakout.

Short entry trigger is:

 The exchange rate breaks below the low of the previous day. Adjust the entry level to 
one pip less than the previous day low to the downside. For example, if yesterday's low 
was 1.6300, than the entry level is 1.6299.

Exit Rules

Targets:

There is only one target and this is the Fibonacci extension 161.8%. The exact take profit 
order will be placed a few pips before the 161.8% level. If there is a round number closer 
than 10 pips to the 161.8% level, take the round number as a target. Also make sure to 
add the spread to the target level on short trades. For example, if the 161.8% extension 
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level on a short USD/JPY is 90.00 than the target would be placed at 90.04 if the spread is 
4 pips.

Do you want to become a master using the Fibonacci? Learn from the basics 
to veritable institutional strategies based on this amazing tool. You can watch 
recordings or read transcripts of live sessions hosted at FXstreet.com about 
Fibonacc  i.  

Stops:

The stop loss on a long trade is placed below the 21 SMA or the 68.1% Fibonacci level, 
which ever is closer to the entry price. Conversely, the stop loss on a short trade is placed 
above the 21 SMA or the 61.8% Fibonacci level, the one that is closer to the entry price. 
This way, the worst potential win/loss ratio on every trade is a Phi ratio (61,8 / 38,2 = 
1,617801047...). 
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Position Size and Risk Management

For testing purposes, each position will be entered with one mini-lot and we will limit the 
risk to 2% of the account balance.
Because of the importance of the subject you deserve an entire chapter dedicated to risk 
and money management. For now, just concentrate on following the previous steps and 
follow the rules mechanically. The benefits of this process are numerous as Mark Douglas 
explains in his book “Trading in the Zone”. Systematically following a set of trading rules 
will help the student in the following ways:
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  Build the self-trust necessary to operate in a unlimited environment.

  Learn to flawlessly execute a trading system.
   Train your mind to think in probabilities.

 Create a strong belief in your consistency as a trader.”

Source: “Trading In The Zone” by Mark Douglas, Prentice Hall Press, 2001, p.172

The personal growth a trader experiences through this exercise alone justifies developing 
a mechanical trading approach.

You may start with this system as a guide to develop a different one, you may even start 
by copying this system, but with time, your goal will be to develop your own unique 
trading approach: a system that serves as a logical frame work for any trading decision 
you make. 
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4. Fine-tuning a Trading System

There is always a certain level of uncertainty in the markets and the trader's task is to find 
a method that is right most of the time, or that is at least able to accumulate profits, 
knowing that no system is 100% accurate. All we need statistically is a legitimate edge. 
Several elements help to build this edge, and one of them is what we have been covering 
in this chapter: building a systematic approach to guide our actions in the market place.

Another essential step in building a trading method is to backtest and forwardtest your 
system before committing real money.

Backtesting

No serious trader would employ a systematical trading approach without first thoroughly 
backtesting it. Backtesting is no doubt a tedious process, but fortunately there are 
platforms to help you perform it manually and/or automatically. 

Since you have already fully described and translated your trading approach into 
a set of rules, backtesting is as simple as executing them. Backtesting is a 
method of simulating the rules along sufficient historical data to test their 
effectiveness. By using historical (past) data, you are saving a lot of time: 
imagine to test a strategy on the 4H chart with a trade frequency of two trades 
per week. It would take approximately one year to accumulate 100 trades - can 
you wait so long?

A great deal of testing may be required in order to gain confidence in the system's ability 
to perform in the market, and the results may disappoint you many times! New traders 
often confound an “opportunity scanning”, that is, the visual search for valid entry signals 
on the charts, with a proper statistical test. A system may look very promising when you 
train the eye to search for the valid and profitable signals, but once submitted to 
backtesting, the results may defy your understanding. 

The effectiveness of backtesting relies on the assumption that what happened in the past 
is likely to happen in the future. But in order to encompass all kinds of market conditions 
and possible scenarios, make sure your system is tested on sufficient data. Give the 
system enough time to work out: for example, a time span of months to a year may be 
enough to see if the system was profitable or not. Always keep in mind that your 
backtesting results are quite dependent of the market behavior during the tested period of 
time - for this reason the backtested results are always hypothetical and do not guarantee 
future results.
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So why bother backtesting if past results can't guarantee future 
results? 

Because in trading the statistics does help us to define an edge, that is, a 
greater possibility for one thing to happen. Here we must use the word 
possibility, because we are dealing here with probabilities.
When building a system you want to look for patterns in price that repeat 
with some frequency. You want to repeat what has worked and avoid what 
hasn't. Therefore you need to go back in time and determine how many of 
those patterns were profitable, what was their frequency, and so on. This is 
where backtesting is useful: to measure your edge.

Markus Heitkoetter's “Day Trading Series”  webinars were recorded. In 
Developing a Profitable Trading Strategy (Part 2), Markus shows how he 
starts applying and testing an idea live on his platform with a systematic 
approach.

How the system described in the previous section would be enhanced after backtesting a 
certain amount of trades? We would, for example, add a filter to the take profit exits after 
observing that the daily Pivot Points act strongly as support resistance. Sometimes the 
price stops at a R or S level of the Pivot Point and reverses, failing to hit the target by a 
few pips.
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We have also noticed that when a S or R level of the Pivots is very close to the entry point, 
we are likely to experiment a false breakout. The below illustration  is a winning trade 
which was filtered by two conditions on the first breakout attempt.

Therefore we want to add the following rules into our next round of testing:
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  The target will be the 181,8% Fibonacci extension level OR a S/R level of the Pivots 
which is closer to the entry price. As a condition, a trade will only be taken if that day the 
distance of the 161.8% and any S/R level is equal or lower that 15% of the previous daily 
range.
  If a S/R Pivot level is closer than 10 pips from the entry price, the S/R level will be 
considered the new entry level. Don't forget to add 1 pip and the spread when entering 
long.

After making some amendments to your rules, you can go on for a second round of 
backtesting. How many times you will have to repeat the process will depend on the 
results obtained.
While historical backtesting will help indicate the profit potential of a system, it will never 
be able to recreate exactly the real trading conditions. For this reason you need a last step 
before using the system with real money: the forwardtesting.

Forwardtesting

Also called “demo trading” or “paper trading”, forwardtesting is the execution of a system 
in real time, this means you have to make live decisions, but you are operating in a 
simulated environment. Nowadays, most of the Forex brokers offer online demo 
accounts for free which have the full capabilities of a real account, so you don't need to 
keep track of your performance on paper.
Trading a demo account will enable you to test all the aspects learned in this chapter 
without upfront costs or the risk of loss. 

Forwardtesting is much more time consuming than backtesting since it doesn't 
rely on historical data. Depending on the strategy, it might take weeks or even 
months until you have enough data for a statistically relevant performance 
report. For this reason, make sure you backtest extensively before starting with the 
forwardtesting. The reasons traders go through a demo trading stage before they apply a 
system in real conditions is because certain aspects can't be assessed with backtesting.

Some of the conditions which have to do with your trading profile can't be totally 
recreated in a simulated environment. The forwardtesting, or demo trading, will show if 
the trade frequency of the system and the duration of the trades will be in your comfort 
zone. You have to experiment how it is to sustain a position against you overnight to 
decide if you are able to withstand that with real money or not.
The demo trading will help you to get a feel of the market rhythm, and at the same time, 
it makes you gain the so much needed confidence when it comes to executing the signals. 
Backtest and forwardtest your strategies until your numbers suggest you could trade with 
real money. Never put your hard-earned money at risk until you have accomplished these 
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two phases. 

What kind of conclusion can you arrive to when forwardtesting the breakout system? For 
instance, you may realize that the system produces signals out of your time window. 
Perhaps you haven't noticed it during the backtesting, but many signals are generated 
during the hours that you normally sleep. Following this observation, you can add another 
rule which states:

  We will only take positions between 8:00 and 17:00 GMT time.

While reading and understanding this material helps to build a strong 
foundation, you must realize that you have to go a little bit further. Our 
actions are governed not only by knowledge but by custom, precedent and 
habit. The only way to use the knowledge is applying it through a conscious 
and determined effort, not by storing it. To truly become a successful trader, 
you need to take what you have learned here and start applying it.
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Would you like to share ideas with other traders who are just starting to build 
their systems? Fell free to drop your market observations or any hypothesis 
on which to develop a system at the LC Forum. If you are already back- or 
forwardtesting, maybe you can inspire other forum members to do the same.

We hope you have appreciated the benefits of developing a trading methodology. There is 
probably no better way to improve trading results than to develop and implement trading 
systems that you understand and which suit your personality and situation. The aim of 
this chapter was to help you accomplish that.

What you have learned from this chapter:

• With dedication and research, you can develop your own trading system.
• A system helps to keep your emotion at bay: in the heat of trading it is a 
lot easier to refer to a written checklist than to left over intentions since 
the last trade.
• The best system is a self-made one because you can never feel comfy in 
borrowed shoes although borrowing good ideas from others is a good way 
to start building your edge.
• If you intend to become an independent trader you will have to develop 
methods to manage your market exposure and control your trading risk 
without the support of a trading team.
• There is no reason to risk money on a trading theory that has not been 
tested. Backtest your trading idea before putting your money at risk.
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